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OVERVIEW
A website is one of the best marketing tools any business car have. Not only is
a website cost effective, it also provides an easy way of reaching a much larger
audience, whether it be local or global.
A website can also be updated easily, which means as your business grows or
changes so can your material, usually with minimal effort.
And most important of all, a well designed and structured website should drive a
lot more business to you if it is integrated with the correct tools.

Over the past 18 years I have developed over 650 websites of all shapes and
sizes. From single landing page style sites, through to massive multi-page sites
for blue-chip companies, as well as plenty of blog sites.
No matter what the size or style of the site, the initial foundation principles are
the same, and are necessary if you want you website to be successful.

This guide outlines the 10 initial steps essential to every website create a site
that not only looks great, but can 10X the success of your business, whether it
be just as a marketing tool or a full-strength online business.
The strategies implemented in this guide are the same ones that every website
I create are based on, and which hundreds of my clients have had massive
success from.

I recommend anyone that is either having issues with their current website’s
performance, or looking to create a new website to read this guide BEFORE
diving in yourself or with a web developer. It is much easier to build a website
correctly than to try and fix it later.
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This guide covers all the primary aspects of a successful website, including
planning, strategy, design and layout, launching, search engine optimisation,
marketing, monitoring and promoting your site, plus a few awesome tips on
maintaining and protecting your website so you get a longer life and more
success from it.

So, please read on and feel free to drop me a line with your comments. I enjoy
sharing useful tips that can change businesses, and love hearing success
stories from those whom have implemented them and won.

Regards
Chris Bourke
Director/Chief Designer
www.Smartfish.com.au
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PLANNING YOUR WEBSITE
Although many websites may generally appear to be all the same in terms of
general structure, in fact they are all very different, and how they are planned
right from the initial start of the site can greatly impact on many factors such as
how well the site will rank, how long it will last, how fast it will load, and most
important of all, will it drive sales.
The planning of a website can in fact be the difference between a successful
business and one that drops off the face of Google or generates no sales leads,
ending in business failure.
It is a scary thought, but one that can be easily avoided if you know how to plan
a site correctly. Even if you aren’t building the site yourself, there are a number
of factors your web developer should be asked about before they quote on it for
you.

The top mistake many people do before building a website is they forget
to plan their website.

Treat your website like you are building a home. You don’t put on the roof
unless the walls are in place, you don’t put in the walls unless their is a
structure, and you don’t create the structure unless there is a foundation! You
get where I’m coming from.
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So I know you want to dive in and build a site, but first, let’s create a quick plan.
Start with determining the structure of your website by answering a few
questions….

1. Who is your target audience?
2. How many pages do you need, and what are those pages?
3. Will people need to buy things online from your site? If yes, you’ll need to
implement a shopping cart, a payment merchant, work out shipping rates,
etc
4. What is the real purpose of your website?
5. What is the main functionality the site needs to have? (eg, shopping cart,
Google Maps, Contact Form, Testimonials, Pop-up Mailing list, etc
6. List three competitors website and work out what you do and don’t like about
them.
7. List three sites in general that you like the functionality of.

This is a very short plan, but it should give you enough to think about before
implementing a strategy and a structure to your site in the upcoming steps. For
example, if your target audience is an older age bracket, ensure the navigation is
larger and easy to ready and find. If your site is primarily going to be used for a blog,
do you plan to monetize it, and what resources do you need to do this? What is your
main call to action to make people click for more information about your services or
products?

I’ll go through these in more detail later in this guide, but if you need more
information

please

download

a

copy

of

our

website

planner

at

www.smartfish.com.au/webplanner
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STRUCTURE
Once you have determined the generate requirements of your site and who
your target audience is, you next want to look at the overall structure of the site.
Start with the main navigation (eg, Homepage, Services, About Us, Contact Us,
etc) and then consider other elements that should be included to give more
impact and drive sales enquiries.

So starting with the homepage, from the top of the site, work your way through
the elements that need to be on the page, right down to the footer.
For example, in the header above the navigation you will most likely have your
logo, and if you accept phone calls then add your phone number up the top, or
maybe a Contact Button of you prefer.

One thing to keep in mind, and this is one thing even professional web
designers fail to consider, is that when your website is viewed on a mobile
device the navigation turns into the mobile navigation, which may lose these
details. In this case you may want to look at adding the details on the page
rather than the navigation area, but ensure they are ‘above the fold’.

What is ‘Above the Fold?’
Ok, so you just heard me use this term, and it is one of the most important
things to know about building a website. Above the Fold is the amount of
content visible on a device screen. For example if you have a huge image on
the homepage of a website, ensure on a laptop or tablet that the visitor can see
the important content without having to scroll or you may potentially lose them.
Google also factors the ‘Above the Fold’ content in their rankings, so always
keep the important call to action content visible at all times.
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See the rough guide below as an example…..

You’ll see that the core elements of value on the homepage of the site are all
above the fold, such as the main slider image area (with call to action), followed
by some basic overview text, and then the important elements of three boxes to
click through to the main areas of the site. People are primarily lazy, so if they
have to search the navigation or scroll down the page you’ll lose the majority of
visitors. If you try and make everything on your website no more than two clicks
away you’ll have much more success and also usually achieve a better ranking
score on the search engines.
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Moving down the page, you also want to look at how you structure the image
content and the footer area.

Starting with the image content on the site, including anywhere throughout the
site, always try and upload the images to the correct size they will be shown.
Large images can slow the site down in loading time, and while this can be
annoying for visitors it can also penalise you on the search engines. A website
should load in approximately 3 seconds, or under 8 at the most to ensure it
passes.
You can test your website loading speed at gtmetrix.com and see where your
site needs to be improved.

And finally, you need to arrange the footer layout so that it works in your favour
with the search engines. By adding certain information into your footer can
provide valuable data to improve your website ranking. For example, adding
quick links to pages or adding your business address/phone number helps
Google establish how and where you should be listed. By adding a list of your
latest blog posts can trick Google into thinking you are regularly updating your
page, and provide valuable links to authority content, which in turn can give you
a higher ranking.

There is also the consideration of the layout on mobile devices. If created in
Wordpress, your website should automatically have a mobile-friendly theme
version included. When you view the site on a mobile device ensure the content
of value is placed accordingly for best visibility and action. For example, if you
layout your page with an image on the left and text on the right, on the mobile
version the image will be above the text, when you may find the text will get
better response if it is placed above the image.
Small changes like this can have major impact.
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DESIGN

In the last chapter I touched roughly on the design format of the site for best
results with the search engines and visitor engagement, but there are many
other factors you should keep in mind which may relate to your audience.
For example, if you were promoting services for elderly people you may want to
consider making the point size of the text larger. If your audience is a younger
audience you may wish to incorporate functionality such as Instagram feeds to
display on your site for visitor engagement.

But also consider the colours and images and if they will resonate with your
audience. Adding too many colours and ‘bells and whistles’ to a website can
end up looking like sideshow alley, and people will not know where to focus first.
It is the job of the web designer to ensure the layout and design has a natural
flow for the eye, drawing them to what you want them to see first.

If you have pages f a lot of text-based content, adding segways into the pages,
such as a set of images or a Parallax effect can break the text up a little and
give a bit more excitement to the design of your page. The right images can
help people to relate to the content instantly, prompting them to read more of
your pages.

Ensure the design flows nicely throughout the site, and avoid any
disjointedness of the design. By installing a Page Builder into your Wordpress
site can assist in not only building the site faster but also keep the design of the
site more fluid regardless of how large the site may be.
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CONTENT

As they say, Content is King, and it is very true to the fact that great content can
win you a large audience and a lot more business.

Text Content
There is one very important rule to keep in mind when developing your website
to be search engine friendly, and that is that Google dislikes duplicate content,
and will most likely penalise you in some way if you use content found
elsewhere on the web. ‘Borrowing’ text from another website is not only
plagiarism but is also one of the best ways to be kicked off Google. Always
ensure you have fresh text content, and of high value. Don’t make the text filled
with the keywords you want to be found with as this could be seen as keyword
stuffing, and in most cases won’t read well. Write the text like to are taking to a
potential customer in the real world, and offer value.

Blogging
Blogging is one of the best ways to quickly grow your audience. Every
Wordpress site has the blogging functionality already built in, and by writing
short articles of 300 or 400 words minimum that relate to your services or
products can rank you effortlessly as an authority. To achieve the best results
you really need to do this consistently. Whether it is one article a day, one a
week or one a month, it is better value to do them at the same pace rather than
a whole bunch and then nothing for months.

If you’re no good at writing you can hire professional writers at a very good
price on websites such as C
 rowdContent.com for as little as $12 an article.
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Images
People love visuals, so adding images to your website will lift the appearance of
your site, Similar to the text though, you want to do your best to ensure the
images are unique. Never pinch images from another website, or even worse, a
Google image search. Not only will Google penalise you but you could end up
with a large fine for copyright infringement on licenced images.

Try and add your own images you have taken yourself, or if this is not possible,
there are a number of good quality stock image library websites where you can
purchase a licence to use their images on your website from just a few dollars
per image. Some of these include c anstockphoto.com or Gettyimages.com to
name just a couple.

Try and purchase images which haven’t been used much online if possible, as
Google rarely features the same image more than once in an image search.
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DEVELOPMENT

Once you have your website plan and content all sorted, you want to start
working on the Development of the site. If you have planned the website well
the development of the website usually falls into place reasonably effortlessly,
and for a professional web developer a small site can be easily completed
within a day. If you are attempting to develop the website yourself, it is
recommended to help the process by starting with a theme to give the initial
overall look and feel of the site, which you can then mould into your own.

Sites such as T
 hemeForest.net offer loads of professionally designed themes
for Wordpress which can be easily installed and manipulated into your own look
and feel if you are confident in design already. If you have never attempted a
Wordpress website before it is advised to leave it to the professionals! The
themes are easy if you are familiar with them, but can be a large learning curve.
You also want to avoid using the free themes on offer from Wordpress as they
are usually free for a reason, and often are not practical if you require particular
functionality or wish to rank well. The structure of a theme plays a big part in the
success of the site’s rankings.

The advantage of the premium/paid themes is that they are usually regularly
updated by the theme developer, which means you can ensure your site is
always compatible with the latest version of Wordpress, getting much more life
out of your website.
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SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

Search engine optimisation (SEO) plays a massive part in how well the site will
rank on Google, and is something that really needs to be started during the
development stage rather than after the site is completed for best results.

Unfortunately most web developers don’t actually fully understand SEO, and
will usually not include this service into the web development, so it is
recommended to ask them if SEO will be included and to what level.

The basic level of SEO includes the naming of all images before uploading
them, ensuring the use of H1 to H6 title tags on the pages, ensuring the footer
is laid out correctly (as mentioned earlier), and also that the Title, tags and
descriptions on all pages and blog posts are added. This can be done very
easily using an SEO plugin such as Y
 oast SEO. You can also add internal links
amongst your related posts and pages.

This whole process is called On-Page SEO.

There are other factors of SEO which should also be utilised in order to
maintain and retain a first page rankings, but are a little more involved, and it is
best you talk to S
 martfish about this as we offer this as a service and also
provide one on one and group training to allow anyone to optimise their website
like an expert. Do a Google search for ‘SEO Training Sunshine Coast’, and
you’ll see our SEO services will get you on the first page like us!
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LAUNCHING YOUR SITE

Once you have the site all completed you are ready for launch.
To launch the site it is recommended you first add a couple of plugins to your
website to help with the loading time and cleaning of the database.
These plugins include an Image Optimizer such as SmushIt, and a Database
Optimiser.

Ideally before announcing the site to the world you may want to establish your
social media pages in case someone else gets them first. Obtain these and
brand them up and then announce the site on these is a quick way to get traffic
as Google can take anywhere between a few days to a few months to rank your
site.

Make sure you give the site a thorough test first on all common devices, and
also ask friends and colleagues for their opinion. It’s always better to get all the
small things fixed before the site goes live.
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SECURITY AND SPEED OPTIMISATION
One of the most crucial things to every website is the security. Your Wordpress
website is essentially an operating system, and just like any operating system it
needs to be updated from time to time to avoid being attacked by malicious
code, as well as having a general service.
Updates
You’ll find that Wordpress and it’s plugin developers will regularly update their
elements to ensure the safety of your site, however you need to maintain these
elements yourself. It is recommended to do a spring clean and update these at
least every few months.
If you’re not confident in this your web developer will usually offer a
maintenance package to assist. This will also help to keep your site running
faster. You’ll find at Smartfish.com.au every website includes a maintenance
package as standard, and in addition we provide a 24 Point monthly
maintenance package for $65 per month for Wordpress sites.
Passwords
Security is an issue with anything online, however there are a number of great
plugins which can prevent malicious attacks and also clean your site if you do
fall victim. Always keep your passwords strong which will greatly reduce your
chances of being attacked.
Backups
Backup your website occasionally to ensure that in a worst case scenario that
something goes wrong, you have a full backup of the site ready to get back
online in a matter of minutes. Ask your web developer to install a backup plugin
to assist with this for you.
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MARKETING YOUR WEBSITE

If you want to attract a greater crowd to your site, there are a number of ways to
do this beyond just SEO, and these should be part of your planning process.
These include adding a mailing list such as encouraging people to download a
free ebook (like this one!) to encourage them to sign up to and drive visitors
back to your site.

Social Media
Social Media is also another very effective way to promote your site to a greater
audience, by posting your blog posts into Facebook, which then pulls the
content through to Facebook for you.
Using an application such as H
 ootsuite allows you to easily maintain multiple
social media accounts and schedule your posts.

Pay Per Click
Pay Per Click advertising such as Facebook or Google Ads is a great way to
promote your website until it starts ranking, however can get expensive if it is an
ongoing service. Ideally you’d be better spending the money on good SEO
services for a better long term result.

Press Advertising
The traditional press advertising still works well, however it is recommended to
set up your campaigns to drive enquiries to a particular page on your site, such
as a call to action form. This not only helps capture details but you can then
track the results in your Google analytics to whether the campaign was
successful or not.
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MONITORING YOUR ONLINE SUCCESS

Once your website is all up and running you want to check occasionally if it is
doing well. One of the easiest ways to do this is by integrating Google Analytics
into your website. You can set up a free Google Analytics account online, and
easily integrate it via a few lines of code or with a plugin.

Analytics allow you to also set up some advanced statistics quite easily, so that
you can not only track how many visitors you have and where they come from,
but also see the results based on time of day, age, gender, their interests and
bounce rate. Bounce rate is very important as it determines the amount of
people that visit your site and ‘bounce away’ without interacting with your site. It
is recommended to aim for a bounce rate of under 10% as this can have very
good effects on your rankings when Google thinks your site has valuable to the
visitors. If you have a high bounce rate of over 50% it is recommended that you
look at the basic things such as what content is below the line, loading speed
and navigation first, and fix anything to make it more visitor friendly. Then re-test
again in a few weeks and look for any other issues. Your analytics should
change accordingly, as should your visitor numbers.

The advantage of some of the other data collectible, such as age, gender and
interests may help you with your marketing and promotions as it gives you a
good idea of who is visiting your website. By tapping into their interests in your
blog posts or paid campaigns can increase your targeted audience traffic.
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SEO Software
Other services recommended to monitor your website, as well as sky on your
competitors include software such as S
 EO Profiler or SEM Rush. Both these
professional SEO software packages will show you everything about your

website including a decrease or increase in your rankings, and where your site
needs refinement, but it will also allow you to monitor your competitors sites and
see how you can outrank them.
They both have a monthly subscription, but it is well worth the cost.

I hope this guide assist you with planning your website.
Click the following links for a free 2
 0 Point Website Appraisal of your existing
website or a C
 onsultation for your next website.

For more details on our web services visit www.Smartfish.com.au

Mention this ebook and you’ll receive 10% off our web design services.
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